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Dilettantism and disciplines

“The amount of information that a single researcher 
can process is limited. This amount may even 
determine the size of a discipline, which may be 
defined as a coherent area of research that is just big 
enough for one person, in one lifelong career, to 
become trained in the basics and understand the 
main literature. According to Ericsson, Krampe and 
Tesch-Römer (1993), that might take some 10 000 
hours of hard work[…]”

Richard Parncutt, Introduction: “Interdisciplinary musicology”, in Musica Scentiae 10/1 supp (March, 2006) 
 http://users.jyu.fi/~louhivuo/ESCOM%20old/MusicSc/Mssi06/Mssi06En.htm



Dilettantism and disciplines

[…T]hese points suggest that it is impossible for a 
single typical researcher to produce interdisciplinary 
work at the highest level. Collaboration between 
representatives of the two disciplines in question is 
usually necessary to achieve this goal. Each 
participant should be primarily a specialist in a single 
discipline. The recent expansion of research in most 
fields has made this claim truer now than it ever was.

Richard Parncutt, Introduction: “Interdisciplinary musicology”, in Musica Scentiae 10/1 supp (March, 2006) 
 http://users.jyu.fi/~louhivuo/ESCOM%20old/MusicSc/Mssi06/Mssi06En.htm



Electronic Corpus 
of Lute Music

What I learned: 

Single-user databases 

Cataloguing rules
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Electronic Corpus  
of Lute Music II

What I learned: 

Multi-user databases 

Web design :-( 

Web programming 

Comp. Analysis



Modelling Musical Memory

What I learned: 

Bigger databases 

Bigger data Analysis 



Theoretical works of 
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Theoretical works of 
Johannes Tinctoris

What I learned: 

More music theory 

Web design 

User interfaces 

Encoding 
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Electronic Corpus  
of Lute Music III

What I learned: 

Crowd-sourcing 

Web applications 

Multi-user apps 



Does this mean I’ve become 
a computer scientist?

Or some form of IT services for musicologists?



Other things I worry 
about



Electronic Corpus 
of Lute Music



Modelling Musical Memory



Electronic Corpus  
of Lute Music II



Transforming Musicology

How can we share scholarship more effectively?



Transforming Musicology

Can we connect collections so they can be investigated?



Transforming Musicology

Can we share observations  
at scales smaller than a journal article?



Transforming Musicology

How can we share beyond academia  
without being patronising?



Transforming Musicology

Can we run a summer school workshop 
without it all going wrong?



Transforming Musicology

Thank you

Time for Professor Downie


